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Im continuing to work on a new login screen for the toddler/baby skin! Since the added sims required
me to update the original splash screen to fit their young characters, I decided to update my kid

login to make it look more like the Splash you see in the game files. Using the blender, I have added
a new tab called "Save to PC", which includes a button to download the zip files to your PC. If you

have the Petit Computer downloader, you can do this with that! The link is sims 3 blender
fullbuild0_saveToPC After much research, I have finally finished creating a fullbuild0 menu for the

sims! I went with the simple Animations mod I mentioned in my previous post and combined with a
lot of inspiration from my clients, I've created the sims 3 fullbuild0 menu. I might be updating this so

often, but please let me know if I should! In that sense, I'll be using this menu to test my ideas
before I get into fully-fledged mods. If you want to try your hands at this, you can download the mod

from the GitHub page. If you are copying and pasting the steps in this guide, it is as easy as just
replacing whatever's in bold with the name of the mod. For example, the steps to create the child
menu with createChildMenu.blend are replaced with createChildMenuSims3FullBuild0.blend. I am

merging a lot of toddler and baby mods into a single one! My friends on Reddit TS4 Reddit
recommended combining sims 3 toddler and baby content (good stuff!), and I ended up combining

some of it with the regular textures mod I made awhile ago and the School Dresser Mod and some of
the items from the sims 3 baby skin tutorial. It's been a long process, but I've finally gotten to the

end result!
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if you are downloading a skin, you will need to save your downloads to your downloads folder. on the
desktop, it is located at: c:\users\[your user name]\downloads. make sure to create this folder if it
doesnt exist. if youre downloading a game, it will be located in your downloads folder. or if youre

downloading an item that you got from the base game, it will be on your hard drive. if youre
downloading a skin, it will be inside the same folder with the skins. now, you need to transfer these

files to the folder you created in step 3. there are three separate folders for generations, sims 4, sims
3, and sims 2. however, the folders are completely the same. you just need to move the folders, not
the contents of them. if you have sims 4, move the sims 4 folder to the folder for sims 4. if you have

sims 3, move the sims 3 folder to the folder for sims 3. and if you have sims 2, move the sims 2
folder to the folder for sims 2. now, you need to go to the folder you saved your mod in and open the

sims3_fullbuild0.package file. this is a zip file, so extract it. now, you have a folder inside of the
folder you extracted the mod from. open the sims3_fullbuild0 folder. all the sims3_fullbuild0.package

files should be inside of it. if theyre not, just extract it again and try it. if you are getting the error
message that says theres nothing in the folder when you extract the zip, you may need to make sure
that the.package file is not inside of the same folder as the.package file. you can do this by going to
the folder with the.package file, opening it up, and then clicking the.package file and then selecting

the option to move it to another folder. you can then extract it again. 5ec8ef588b
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